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Amid the dynamic cryptocurrency market, a new crypto project called BlockDAG (BDAG) are
drawing great attention from crypto enthusiasts. Due to its novel technology and solid financial
foundation, BlockDAG (BDAG) is redefining the crypto landscape with its advanced Directed Acyclic
Graph (DAG) technology.

Then, what is BlockDAG (BDAG)? Is it a good investment in 2024? Next, let’s take a close look at this
coin project.

BTCC, one of the longest-running crypto exchanges in the world,  supports trading for
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What is BlockDAG (BDAG)?

Drawing inspiration from Bitcoin and Kaspa, BlockDAG is the world’s most advanced layer 1
blockchain. Fueled by cutting-edge Proof-of-Work (PoW) algorithm, BlockDAG focuses on
delivering industry-leading speeds, unbeatable security, and high decentralization. Built for the
future, BlockDAG can power everyday applications to enterprise-grade DeFi protocols. With the
power to mine from anywhere, BlockDAG makes crypto mining simple, for everyone.

With its current ability to process 10 blocks per second and ambitions to exceed 100+, BlockDAG is
set to reinvent mining efficiency and consistency.  This enhancement in speed holds the potential to
empower miners with a good hash rate to consistently mine on 1 block continuously.

Currently, BlockDAG (BDAG) is not available on BTCC platform as it is under its presale
stage. BTCC supports trading for large variety of  popular meme coins, such as DOGE,
DOGE, SHIB, BONK, etc. If you are interested in these popular meme coins, you can make
a purchase on BTCC exchange with highest security level and a most competitive fee.
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BlockDAG Tokenomics

With a total supply caped at 150 billion coins, BlockDAG (BDAG) elaborately designs its tokenomics,
underscoring its rarity and commitment to maintaining value.

Max Supply: 150,000,000,000
Presale Allocation: 33% (50 Billion)
Community Allocation: 66%(98.5 Billion)
TeamAllocation: 1% (1.5 Billion)

BlockDAG (BDAG) Roadmap

BlockDAG (BDAG) Roadmap includes four phases, detail information about its roadmap can be seen
as below chart:

Phase one: Launch
Phase

Phase two:
Development Phase

Phase three: Pre-
Launch Phase Phase four: Final Phase



• To develop a P2P
engine and
implement algorithms
that deal with the
establishment of the
infrastructure of the
project.
• Optimize the
workflows, research,
and design the UI
concerning the user
research and practice
exploration for
Blockchain Explorer.
• To develop the UI
design for the X1
mining Application,
define the layouts
and user interface.
• Conduct the testing
of applications, audit
BDAG Smart
contracts, and
execute marketing
strategies, including
10% referral bonuses
for investors.

• Integration of proof
of work consensus
mechanism and
protocols for node
communication.
• Implement data
structuring
algorithms, UI-based
framework
deployment, and
modular architecture
design.
• Create onboarding
screens and other
functionalities and
develop user flows
and UI components.
• Production of
BDAG-optimized
mining hardware,
forming partnerships
with tech providers &
updating the BDAG
community to ensure
better consumer
relationships.

• Developing a
command line for
direct blockchain
interactions, EVM,
and wallet
integration through
the Meta Mask
method.
• Incorporate visuals,
testnet faucets, and
detailed
documentation for
tokenomics.
• Enable wallet
functionalities and
focus on mainnet
development and
beta testing.
• Establish a
technical support
team to analyze
testing and conduct
training sessions.

• Launch the development network for initial testing for security audits and avoid bugs.
• Conduct external beta testing, implement BlockDAG scanner features, and add support for NFT smart contracts.
• Developing customizable settings for the X1 miner app, determining the presale, releasing mining software, and promoting the X1 miner app.
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BlockDAG Mining

Crypto mining secures blockchains, opens an income stream for miners, and pushes crypto adoption
forward. The BlockDAG project makes mining crypto easy and rewarding. With cutting-edge hybrid
protocol and dedicated bitcoin mining rigs, mining BDAG coins is easy and efficient for any miners.

Mining BlockDAG coins is energy efficient with minimal power drain. With DAG-based hybrid
protocol, BDAG mining consumes less power than its peers. While eco-friendly, the consensus
mechanism ensures no compromises are made on security or speed.

BlockDAG (BDAG) Presale

BlockDAG (BDAG) is currently under its presale stage. The BlockDAG presale is a golden opportunity
for investors to capitalize on substantial returns with just a small investment. BlockDAG has
progressed to Batch 19 with a price setting at $0.014, reflecting a substantial 1300% increase since
its initial offering.
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This latest batch has seen a continued rise from the $0.0122 pricing of Batch 18, where a significant
milestone of $51.7 million was raised. Looking forward, BlockDAG is set on reaching a launch price
of $0.05 per coin.

As BlockDAG sets up for a significant team reveal on July 29th, this revelation is driving its presale
close to the $59 million mark. This major disclosure of its CEO and advisory team will enhance its
transparency and prominence in the cryptocurrency world, spotlighting a fully human-led team at
the helm of its Layer-1 blockchain innovation. This event is expected to lift BDAG coin prices by 40%
following the team’s introduction.

Strategically designed to minimize risks associated with market volatility, this presale is out there to
break the boundaries of traditional systems and provide users with a stable and secure platform for
investment.

Download App for Android Download App for iOS

Is BlockDAG (BDAG) a Good Investment in 2024?

By strategic promotions, demonstrations of technological sophistication, and orchestrated events,
 BlockDAG team have successfully sparked worldwide interest in BlockDAG. With its innovative DAG
protocol, BlockDAG facilitates smooth transactions without orphan blocks, enhancing security and
speed.

With the upcoming leadership reveal and significant global presence, BlockDAG is an attractive
option for investors seeking stability and growth in a fluctuating market. However, whether
BlockDAG (BDAG) is a good investment is highly depends on traders’ investment preference and risk
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tolerance, all investors are advised to do profound research and stay well-informed before making
any investment decision regarding BlockDAG (BDAG) coin.
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How to Buy the BDAG Token?

BlockDAG (BDAG) is currently under its presale stage. To buy BDAG coins, you just need to follow
the steps explained in the guide below.

Step 1: Choose a Wallet

BlockDAG recommends Trust Wallet or Plus Wallet for general use. However, Meta Mask is
recommended if you use a desktop browser.

Step 2: Create Your Account

Once you have selected a wallet, your next step is to create your account. Fill in the necessary fields
and create a strong password to ensure the security of your wallet.

Step 3: Initiate the Purchase

Once you have created your wallet, navigate BlockDAG’s website and click the ‘’Buy’’ option.
Connect your wallet to move forward with the purchase. BlockDAG accepts various cryptocurrencies
for buying BDAG coins, including Ethereum, BNB, USDT (Eth Network), USDT (TRON Network),
BTC, KASPA, DOGE, SHIB, SOLANA, XRP, Fantom  and Cardano. Choose your preferred payment
method and proceed.

Step 4: Airdrop Distribution

After the presale conclude, you can receive your BDAG coins through an airdrop. BDAG’s
distribution method ensures a fair and transparent allocation of coins to buyers. The airdrop
mechanism typically involves automatically delivering BDAG coins directly into your wallet.

That’s all information about BlockDAG (BDAG). If you want to know more information about
BlockDAG (BDAG) coin and other cryptocurrencies, please visit BTCC Academy.
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